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IFAP announces Jane Mahon as new CEO
The Industrial Foundation for Accident Prevention (IFAP) is pleased to announce Jane Mahon as its
new CEO, signalling a step forward in the strategic renewal and rejuvenation of the industry
association which has been setting the health and safety training benchmark for all industries.
“This is an exciting time for IFAP as we embark on the next stage of development. With Jane Mahon
at the helm, IFAP is undertaking a strategic review and implementation program to ensure greater
training outcomes and accountability to its Members, Government and industry,” said Richard
Mehan, President IFAP’s Board of Directors.
The Board believes that Jane has the right blend of skills and experience to make a significant
contribution to the cultural and business transformation process already underway in the
organisation.
Jane Mahon is an experienced people and operations executive with demonstrated leadership
success across a range of industries. Jane is solutions focused and a highly motivated professional
who thrives in a fast paced, deadline-driven environment and also enjoys the challenges of leading a
large team.
“It is a pleasure to join the IFAP team and to have the opportunity to lead the business through
significant change as we embrace the current market landscape and the opportunities that present
themselves.” Says Jane
“IFAP will continue delivering the highest quality training across workplace health and safety needs.
Continuing the customer centric culture, innovation and technology will play an integral part of the
success of IFAP in the health and safety sphere in the next two years.”
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About IFAP
IFAP (Industrial Foundation for Accident Prevention) is an independent, not-for-profit, memberbased organisation governed by a Board of Directors. The organisation has been at the leading edge
of workplace health and safety since 1962. IFAP is a Registered Training Organisation that provides
nationally and internationally recognised public and corporate courses. With two training centres
located in Western Australia, IFAP trains and educates more than 16,000 people annually across a
host of disciplines. It also offers integrated health and safety consulting services, information
resources and safety products as well organising industry networking events and conferences.
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